From The Institute in Basic Life Principles
Five Types of Fools

Type
Description
Problem
Special Danger
Treatment
References
Simple
"opened up" 
Open to all kinds of enticements & deceptions because he has no discernment.
Immature, gullible, curious. Fails to see cause & effect sequences.
Can quickly digress into greater foolishness.  Especially vulnerable to seductive women.  
Easy prey for  scorning fools, who become heroes for them
Consistent discipline, instruction in wisdom from the Proverbs.  Needs to see swift & decisive correction for scorning fools
Pr 1:1-4
Pr 7:6-7
Pr 22:3
Pr 19:25
Silly
"morally missed the mark"
Thick-headed, stupid.  Insolent.  Believes his own way is right.
Curious.  Has rejected parental authority.  Reacts to instruction.  His mouth gets him in trouble.
When things go wrong for him, he becomes angry, more damage is done.
Useless to argue.  Will learn only by punishment.  If this fool would simply close his mouth, he would improve people's opinion of him.
Pr 7:22; 10:21
Pr 1:7
Pr 27:3
Pr 20:3, 10:14
Pr 17:28
Sensual
"fat, sluggish, thick, obstinate"
Has a bent for making the wrong choices.   Arrogantly set on doing what brings him immediate pleasure.  His god is his belly, he glories in what he should be ashamed of.
Rejects the wisdom of God. Fails to receive (or reacts to) the correction of parents or public authorities.
Appears to be prosperous & becomes an object of envy to simple & silly fools.  Will easily lead them astray.  His methods are very subtle.
A bitter grief to his parents.
Instead of counsel, God calls for severe punishment for the sensual fool.  Public punishment.
Pr 10:23;13:19-20
Pr 1:32
Pr 23:9; 26:3; 19:29
Pr 17:25;18:6-7
Pr 13:20
Scorning
Scoffing
"make mouths at"
Uses facial expressions to communicate the disdain & contempt he has in his heart for parents, civil authorities, and God's ways.  He expresses his scorn through derisive attitudes, behavior, & speech.
Has rejected truth, embraced that which is an abomination to God.  No capacity to respond to wisdom (though he may say he desires it).  Does not understand wisdom because he rejects completely the instruction of his parents.
An unauthorized person who tries to discipline a scorner will pay for it.  He shows abhorrence, repugnance toward people, ideas which contradict his erroneous conclusion.  
Vital that a scorner receive proper discipline & be separated from others so that the simple fool may learn from it and so strife may cease.
Pr 1:22, 14:6
Pr 13:1, 9:7-8, 15:12
Pr 19:25, 21:11
Pr 22:10
Steadfast
"stupid, wicked"
morally wicked, despises holiness, disgrace to his family & all those who have tried to help him.
Self-confident, closed-minded.  Completely committed to being his own god, gratifying his lower nature.
Dedicated his life to drawing as many others as he can into his evil ways.  Will creep into families, churches to lead captive the simple & weak.
Futile, frustrating to counsel this type fool.  Instead, God must be the one to deal with him.
Pr 17:21,
Ps 14:1
Jude 4,12
1Sam 25:17


